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DamID sequencing data acquired as part of this study, covering all analysis and supporting results throughout this study were made accessible under the accession
code GSE152207 in NCBI's Gene Expression Omnibus (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE152207).
Single-cell RNAseq data accompanying 'Yuzwa, SA et al., 2017' and 'Loo, L et al., 2019' were obtained from GEO under the accession numbers GSE107122 and
GSE123335. The bulk RNAseq dataset published in 'Florio, M et al., 2015' was accessed via the corresponding accession number GSE65000.
E13.5 mouse brain ATACseq data was retrieved from the ENCODE database (i.e., ENCFF450ZSN.bigWig, ENCFF798QON.bam).
While the raw data for RBPJ ChIPseq and RNAseq after NICD overexpression in the mouse cortex as presented in 'Li, Y et al., 2012' is not available anymore, we used
the peak information provided in Supplementary Table 5 and the information on differentially expressed genes provided in Supplementary Table 1 attached to the
corresponding publication (https://stemcellsjournals.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/stem.1030).
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Sample size

The number of samples was established as a trade off between ensuring reproducibility and minimizing the amount of animal experiments.
Sample-size and power calculations were not performed. To ensure reproducibility we collected at least 3 replicates for each genotype and
condition as is standard in the field: 3-7 replicates were acquired for Dam-Only samples in their respective cell types (i.e., 3 neurons, 4
intermediate progenitors, 5 radial glial cells, 7 ubiquitous expression). 3 RBPJ-Dam and 4 Notch-Dam replicates were obtained for each,
intermediate progenitors and radial glial cells. 4 full-length Notch-Dam replicates were generated for radial glial cells and 2 for intermediate
progenitors. For full-length Notch-Dam in intermediate progenitors, only 2 samples were available, due to time restrictions during the revision
process.

Data exclusions

Minor variations during the in-utero electroporation procedure can lead to insufficient expression from the plasmid. Calculating genome-wide
signal-to-noise ratios and Spearman correlation coefficients allowed to detect outliers, which were excluded from any further analysis.

Replication

Correlations between replicates were assessed to ensure genome-wide reproducibility amongst acquired replicates for each plasmid-celltype
combination and results are presented in Supplemental Figure 3.

Randomization

Experimental groups were assigned according to the particular plasmids electoroporated, which determine the celltype of expression and the
specific DamID construct. Any additional grouping was derived analytically based on the data itself (i.e., peak clusters). No randomization was
conducted.

Blinding

None of the investigators were blinded during assignment of groups for sequencing-based experiments or data analysis. Blinding was not
relevant, since all sequencing data were acquired by sequencing rather than subjective measurements. Batch effects indicating potential
covariates or variation during data acquisition were accounted for by normalization. Acquisition of cell counts for Fig. 1j could not be
performed in a blinded manner as the phenotype was too apparent compared to the control samples. Cell counts for Supplementary Fig. 2d in
turn were obtained in a blinded manner.
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